
What do you know about stereotypyWhat do you know about stereotypy
1. What does stereotypy mean?

 a.) It means mental behavioural disorder

 b.) It’s a toy for bears

 c.) It’s special food

2. Fill in the gaps in the text with the right words standing below. 
Be careful, the words aren’t in the right order::

Bears can express stereotypical behaviours in ...................................... . Some bears, like our 

bear ....................... , lick their paws. Others keep walking .................................. the same path or 

walk in ............................ . We always try to keep the bears busy so that they don’t fall back into 

their .............................. . For this purpose, we ............................... and place different toys called 

………… in the enclosures.

Words: circles, Luna, stereotypical behaviours, enrichments, different ways, hide food, up and down,

3. What can you do when you see an animal with behavioural disorder? 
Encircle the right answers.

• Stand still and watch the animal

• Keep on walking and leave the animal alone

• Clap your hands to distract it

• Imitate the movements

• Keep enough distance and go away

 

4. In the video we tell you about one of our bears who now shows a lot less stereo-
typical behaviours thanks to enough distraction with enrichments and socialization 
with other bears. Which bear are we talking about?
 



What do you know about stereotypyWhat do you know about stereotypy
1. What does stereotypy mean?

 a.) It means mental behavioural disorder

 b.) It’s a toy for bears

 c.) It’s special food

2. Fill in the gaps in the text with the right words standing below. 
Be careful, the words aren’t in the right order::

Bears can express stereotypical behaviours in   different ways . Some bears, like our bear Luna 

, lick their paws. Others keep walking up and down the same path or walk in circles . We always 

try to keep the bears busy so that they don’t fall back into their stereotypical behaviours. For this 

purpose, we hide food and place different toys called enrichments in the enclosures.

Words: circles, Luna, stereotypical behaviours, enrichments, different ways, hide food, up and down,

3. What can you do when you see an animal with behavioural disorder? 
Encircle the right answers.

• Stand still and watch the animal

• Keep on walking and leave the animal alone

• Clap your hands to distract it

• Imitate the movements

• Keep enough distance and go away

 

4. In the video we tell you about one of our bears who now shows a lot less stereo-
typical behaviours thanks to enough distraction with enrichments and socialization 
with other bears. Which bear are we talking about?
 


